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FUEL & DEF
MOBILE REFUELER
395 GALLONS OF FUEL
42 GALLONS OF DEF

MAINTAIN PURITY

SPEED UP REFUELING TIME

With DEF’s susceptibility to contamination, the Abbi Blue’s
separate poly tank and pump cabinet provide a closed
environment for the fluid to be stored and eliminates the
worry of cross contamination. Keeping your DEF pure will
avoid any unnecessary downtime or machinery failures
keeping your project or operations moving forward.

The Abbi Blue’s dual purpose capability eliminates the need
for separate fuel and DEF storage units. Its all-in-one design
and proven mobility enable faster refueling when handling
both fluids. Less downtime means more productive hours
supporting project deadlines.

AVOID BREAKDOWNS

STRENGTH & SAVINGS

Tier 4 machinery introduces the risk of mishandling your
DEF. Contaminated DEF can damage your equipment’s
SCR system and engine as well as void your equipment’s
warranty. By using a reliable DEF solution, you can help to
ensure that your DEF is handled properly and avoid any
potential machinery breakdowns or damage.

We understand the need for quality equipment that
performs seamlessly and lasts a long time. The Abbi’s steel
construction and access manway enable durability and easy
access to the inner tank. This allows for hassle-free routine
maintenance that ensures the longevity your tank and
ultimately saves you money.
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TRANSPORTABLE FUEL & DEF TANK

ABBI BLUE

395 GALLONS (FUEL) / 42 GALLONS (DEF)

FEATURES

ACCESS MANWAY
Allows access to inner
tank for easy routine
maintenance and inspection.

DEF TANK &
EQUIPMENT CABINET
Fully enclosed cabinet that
houses and protects your DEF
& dispensing equipment.

FUEL EQUIPMENT
CABINET
Integral equipment
cabinet that secures
all equipment and
ports while capturing
any accidental drips
or spills.

DOUBLE WALLED,
110% CONTAINMENT
Weatherproof secondary
containment ensures safe &
environmentally compliant
transport and storage.

INTERNAL BAFFLES
Designed to maximize
stability & safety when
handling the tank full
of fuel.

FORKLIFT POCKETS

MOBILITY

Quick & easy
maneuvering when
detached from trailer.

Designed around mobility,
the Abbi Blue enables easy
refueling around any site.

SPECIFICATIONS

15ART-BLU

CAPACITY

395 GALLONS (FUEL) / 42 GALLONS (DEF)

DIMENSIONS

89.37” X 55.75” X 50.05”

WEIGHT (LBS)

2,061 EMPTY | 5,337 FULL

COMPATIBLE
TRAILER MODEL

20UCA-EB

(LXWXH)
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